Tykeson “Luna” Sculpture – Siting
Project Description
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Background:
The Public Art Committee, which advises the president on works that are recommended for
outdoor siting on university property, was asked to find a site for local artist Ellen Tykeson’s
bronze sculpture “Luna.”
Images of the work are attached, along with a description of the piece prepared by the artist. The
sculpture (including a 20” tall cirlular base) is approximately 8 feet tall and six feet wide. Ellen is a
well known regional artist; she has a number of pieces at River Bend. See this website for more
about her and her work: http://www.ellentykeson.com/.
“Luna” is temporarily located at Lane Community College, and the artist confirmed that she
would work closely with the UO to arrange its transportation and installation on campus.
Proposed Site:
Chris Ramey and Jill Hartz worked with the artist to identify possible locations. After considering
a number of sites, Straub Green’s eastern plaza was selected as the preferred site by the artist. The
scale of the plaza, walkways, and plantings would harmonize well with the piece, and the piece
would work beautifully as an “entrance” to Straub, as well as to the quad and its current sculptural
works. The existing bench and nearby unused weather station would be removed. The sculpture
would be carefully placed to ensure that it would not interfere with circulation routes and the
design of the sculpture’s base would be designed to meet ADA standards.	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Proposed Location in Straub Green’s eastern plaza

Proposed Site - Shown integrated into Straub Hall Classroom Project Open-space
Enhancements. The proposed site is on the edge of the enhanced semi-circular plaza.

Proposed Site

Luna superimposed - proposed location looking west (concrete base not shown)

LUNA

Explanation

Ellen Tykeson
The sculpture, Luna, is an interpretation of mythology’s ancient moon goddess.
Ruling the night and the world of dreams for eons, Luna celebrates the physical
roundness and grace of the feminine. She is linked with the mystery of intuition,
governing the depths of emotion and connection to the subconscious. In her
powers reside the phases of the lunar calendar that order the rhythms of tides,
fertility, birth, and growth.
Luna’s burden of the crescent moons serve as a portal of resolve and response,
both shaping her and
providing refuge. This effort is
the story of every woman, as
the appearance of casual
balance is the job of a life.
The crystals of the inner
edges
represent
the
harshness,
fragility,
and
natural order of human
existence. With her embrace,
Luna joins this circle.
Nothing shackles Luna to her
task, by lifting her arms she
could step away. Yet, she
stays, bearing this yoke of
choice. For with it comes the
gift of moonlight to share,
revealing both the night and
this Queen of the stars from
our earth. Luna’s garments
are stitched from the fabric
of her experience. She is of
a piece. What she bears
makes her, and what is
made, is both durable and
strong.

Luna Sculpture

